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Abstract

In this thesis, we study several aspects of computational complexity. One of the main topics
is the complexity of data structures, which are algorithms for efficient storing data supporting
efficient queries to the data. In the case of dynamic data structures, they also allow modification
of the data before querying. A long-standing open problem in this area is to prove an unconditional
polynomial lower bound of the trade-off between the update time and the query time of an adaptive
dynamic data structure computing some explicit function.

We provide an unconditional polynomial lower bound for a restricted class of semi-adaptive
dynamic data structures computing functions of large corruption bound, that generalizes the result
by Ko and Weinstein [FOCS ’20] who provided such a lower bound for data structures computing
the Disjointness function. Further, we provide conditional lower bounds for certain static data
structures computing permutation inversion, and polynomial evaluation and inversion. These
lower bounds beat the best-known unconditional lower bounds for the problems of interest.

Further, we study the communication complexity of the elimination problem, which is a prob-
lem closely related to the direct sum. In the elimination problem, Alice and Bob get k n-bit strings
each, x1, . . . , xk and y1, . . . , yk, respectively. Their goal is to communicate as few bits as possible
and then output a string o ∈ {0, 1}k which is different from the string z, where zi = f(xi, yi)
for some fixed boolean function f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} – thus they eliminate one incorrect
answer. We consider the elimination problem for f being the Greater-Then (GT) function, i.e.,
GT(x, y) = 1 if and only if x ≥ y, where x and y are considered as n-bits numbers. We prove the
trivial protocol for this problem (where Alice and Bob compute if xi ≥ yi for some i) is optimal.

The last topic of this thesis is so-called card-based protocols. In this model, Alice and Bob
represent their inputs by cards and they want to compute a given function without revealing
their inputs. We identify a class of card-based protocols that correspond to the circuit class
NC1. Further, we study a connection between card-based protocols and Turing machines, and we
propose new card encodings of the input.
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